Context: Scientific software plays an important role in critical decision making, for example making weather predictions based on climate models, and computation of evidence for research publications. Recently, scientists have had to retract publications due to errors caused by software faults. Systematic testing can identify such faults in code.
Introduction
Scientific software is widely used in science and engineering fields. Such software plays an important role in critical decision making in fields such as the nuclear industry, medicine and the military [65, 66] . For example, in nuclear weapons simulations, code is used to determine the impact of modifications, since these weapons cannot be field tested [62] . Climate models make climate predictions and assess climate change [17] . In addition, results from scientific software are used as evidence in research publications [66] . Due to the complexity of scientific software and the required specialized domain knowledge, scientists often develop these programs themselves or are closely involved with the development [60, 47, 69, 7] . But scientist developers may not be familiar with accepted software engineering practices [69, 65] . This lack of familiarity can impact the quality of scientific software [20] .
Software testing is one activity that is impacted. Due to the lack of systematic testing of scientific software, subtle faults can remain undetected. These subtle faults can cause program output to change without causing the program to crash. Software faults such as one-off errors have caused the loss of precision in seismic data processing programs [27] . Software faults have compromised coordinate measuring machine (CMM) performance [1] . In addition, scientists have been forced to retract published work due to software faults [51] . Hatton et al. found that several software systems written for geoscientists produced reasonable yet essentially different results [28] . There are reports of scientists who believed that they needed to modify the physics model or develop new algorithms, but later discovered that the real problems were small faults in the code [18] .
We define scientific software broadly as software used for scientific purposes. Scientific software is mainly developed to better understand or make predictions about real world processes. The size of this software ranges from 1,000 to 100,000 lines of code [66] . Developers of scientific software range from scientists who do not possess any software engineering knowledge to experienced professional software developers with considerable software engineering knowledge.
To develop scientific software, scientists first develop discretized models. These discretized models are then translated into algorithms that are then coded using a programming language. Faults can be introduced during all of these phases [15] . Developers of scientific software usually perform validation to ensure that the scientific model is correctly modeling the physical phenomena of interest [37, 57] . They perform verification to ensure that the computational model is working correctly [37] , using primarily mathematical analyses [62] . But scientific software developers rarely perform systematic testing to identify faults in the code [38, 57, 32, 65] . Farrell et al. show the importance of performing code verification to identify differences between the code and the discretized model [24] . Kane et al. found that automated testing is fairly uncommon in biomedical software development [33] . In addition, Reupke et al. discovered that many of the problems found in operational medical systems are due to inadequate testing [64] . Sometimes this lack of systematic testing is caused by special testing challenges posed by this software [20] .
This work reports on a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) that identifies the special challenges posed by scientific software and proposes solutions to overcome these challenges. In addition, we identify unsolved problems related to testing scientific software.
An SLR is a "means of evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular research question or topic area or phenomenon of interest" [41] . The goal of performing an SLR is to methodically review and gather research results for a specific research question and aid in developing evidence-based guidelines for the practitioners [42] . Due to the systematic approach followed when performing an SLR, the researcher can be confident that she has located the required information as much as possible.
Software engineering researchers have conducted SLRs in a variety of software engineering areas. Walia et al. [77] conducted an SLR to identify and classify software requirement errors. Engström et al. [23] conducted an SLR on empirical evaluations of regression test selection techniques with the goal of "finding a basis for further research in a joint industry-academia research project". Afzal et al. [3] carried out an SLR on applying search-based testing for performing non-functional testing. Their goal is to "examine existing work into non-functional search-based software testing". While these SLRs are not restricted to software in a specific domain, we focus on scientific software, an area that has received less attention than application software. Further when compared to Engström et al. or Afzal et al., we do not restrict our SLR to a specific testing technique.
The overall goal [42] of our SLR is to identify specific challenges faced when testing scientific software, how the challenges have been met, and any unsolved challenges. We developed a set of research questions based on this overall goal to guide the SLR process. Then we performed an extensive search to identify publications that can help to answer these research questions. Finally, we synthesized the gathered information from the selected studies to provide answers to our research questions.
This SLR identifies two categories of challenges in scientific software testing. The first category are challenges that are due to the characteristics of the software itself such as the lack of an oracle. The second category are challenges that occur because scientific software is developed by scientists and/or scientists play leading roles in scientific software development projects, unlike application software development where software engineers play leading roles. We identify techniques used to test scientific software including techniques that can help to overcome oracle problems and test case creation/selection challenges. In addition, we describe the limitations of these techniques and open problems.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the SLR process and how we apply it to find answer to our research questions. We report the findings of the SLR in Section 3. Section 4 contains the discussion on the findings. Finally we provide conclusions and describe future work in Section 5.
Research Method
We conducted our SLR following the published guidelines by Kitchenham [41] . The activities performed during an SLR can be divided into three main phases: (1) planning the SLR, (2) conducting the review and (3) reporting the review. We describe the tasks performed in each phase below.
Planning the SLR

Research Questions
The main goal of this SLR is to identify specific challenges faced when testing scientific software, how the challenges have been met, and any unsolved challenges. We developed the following research questions to achieve our high level goal: RQ1: How is scientific software defined in the literature? RQ2: Are there special characteristics or faults in scientific software or its development that make testing difficult? RQ3: Can we use existing testing methods (or adapt them) to test scientific software effectively? RQ4: Are there challenges that could not be met by existing techniques?
Formulation and validation of the review protocol
The review protocol specifies the methods used to carry out the SLR. Defining the review protocol prior to conducting the SLR can reduce researcher bias [43] . In addition, our review protocol specifies source selection procedures, search process, quality assessment criteria and data extraction strategies.
Source selection and search process: We used the Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, and ACM Digital Library databases since they include journals and conferences focusing on software testing as well as computational science and engineering. Further, these databases provide mechanisms to perform key word searches. We did not specify a fixed time frame when conducting the search. We conducted the search in January 2013. Therefore this SLR includes studies that were published before January 2013. We did not search for specific journals/conferences since an initial search found relevant studies published in journals such as Geoscientific Model Development 1 that we were not previously familiar with. In addition, we examined relevant studies that were referenced by the selected primary studies.
We searched the three databases identified above using a search string that included the important key words in our four research questions. Further, we augmented the key words with their synonyms, producing the following search string:
(((challenges OR problems OR issues OR characteristics) OR (technique OR methods OR approaches)) AND (test OR examine)) OR (error OR fault OR defect OR mistake OR problem OR imperfection OR flaw OR failure) AND ("(scientific OR numeric OR mathematical OR floating point) AND (Software OR application OR program OR project OR product)") Study selection procedure: We systematically selected the primary studies by applying the following three steps.
1. We examined the paper titles to remove studies that were clearly unrelated to our search focus. 2. We reviewed the abstracts and key words in the remaining studies to select relevant studies.
In some situations an abstract and keywords did not provide enough information to determine whether a study is relevant. In such situations, we reviewed the conclusions. 3. We filtered the remaining studies by applying the inclusion/exclusion criteria given in Table 1 .
Studies selected from this final step are the initial primary studies for the SLR.
We examined the reference lists of the initial primary studies to identify additional studies that are relevant to our search focus. Quality assessment checklist: We evaluated the quality of the selected primary studies using selected items from the quality checklists provided by Kitchenham and Charters [43] . Table 2 and  Table 3 show the quality checklists that we used for quantitative and qualitative studies respectively. When creating the quality checklist for quantitative studies, we selected quality questions that would evaluate the four main stages of a quantitative study: design, conduct, analysis and conclusions [43] . Data extraction strategy: Relevant information for answering the research questions needed to be extracted from the selected primary studies. We used data extraction forms to make sure that this task was carried out in a accurate and consistent manner. Table 4 shows the data extraction from that we used.
Inclusion criteria
Exclusion criteria The key word based search produced more than 6000 hits. We first examined paper titles to remove any studies that are not clearly related to the research focus. Then we used the abstract, key words and the conclusion to eliminate additional unrelated studies. After applying these two steps, 94 studies remained. We examined these 94 studies and applied the inclusion/exclusion criteria in Table 1 to select 49 papers as primary studies for this SLR.
Further, we applied the same selection steps to the reference lists of the selected 49 primary studies to find additional primary studies that are related to the research focus. We found 13 studies that are related to our research focus that were not already included in the initial set of primary studies. Thus, we used a total of 62 papers as primary studies for the SLR. The selected primary studies are listed in Tables 5 and 6. Table 7 lists the publication venues of the selected primary papers. The International Workshop on Software Engineering for Computational Science and Engineering and the Journal of Computing in Science & Engineering published the greatest number of primary studies.
Data extraction and quality assessment
We used the data extraction form in Table 4 to extract data from the primary studies. Many primary studies did not answer all of the questions in the data extraction form. We extracted the important information provided by the primary studies using the data extraction form. Then, depending on the type of the study, we applied the quality assessment questions in Table 2 or  Table 3 to each primary study.
We provided 'yes' and 'no' answers to our quality assessment questions. We used a binary scale since we were not interested in providing a quality score for the studies [19] . Table 8 shows the results of the quality assessment for quantitative primary studies. All the quantitative primary studies answered 'yes' to the quality assessment question G1 (Are the study aims clearly stated?). Most of the quantitative primary studies answered 'yes' to the quality assessment questions G2 (Are the data collection methods adequately described) and G5 (Can the study be replicated?). Table 9 shows the results of the quality assessment for qualitative primary studies. All of the qualitative primary studies answered 'yes' to the quality assessment question A (Are the study aims clearly stated?) and B (Does the evaluation address its stated aims and purpose?). Most of the qualitative primary studies answered 'yes' to the quality assessment question D (Is enough evidence provided to support the claims?).
Reporting the review
Data extracted from the 62 primary papers were used to formulate answers to the four research questions given in Section 2.1.1. We closely followed guidelines provided by Kitchenham [41] when preparing the SLR report.
Results
We use the selected primary papers to provide answers to the research questions.
RQ1: How is scientific software defined in the literature?
Scientific software is defined in various ways. Sanders et al. [65] use the definition provided by Kreyman et al. [44] : "Scientific software is software with a large computational component and provides data for decision support." Kelly et al. identified two types of scientific software [39] :
(1) End user application software that is written to achieve scientific objectives (e.g., Climate models). No.
PS1
[1] A case study on testing software packages used in metrology PS2 [2] Software engineering tasks carried out during scientific software development PS3 [5] Test case generation for floating point programs using symbolic execution PS4 [7] Case studies of scientific software development projects PS5 [8] Survey on computational scientists and engineers PS6 [9] Applying metamorphic testing to programs on partial differential equations PS7 [11] Case studies on applying metamorphic testing for bioinformatics programs PS8 [12] Case studies on applying test driven development for climate models PS9 [13] Using reference data sets for testing scientific software PS10 [14] Effectiveness of different interface contract enforcement policies for scientific components PS11 [15] Partial enforcement of assertions for scientific software components PS12 [16] Using pseudo-oracles for testing programs without oracles PS13 [17] A case study on developing a climate system model PS14 [18] A tool for automating the testing of scientific simulations PS15 [20] Discussion on software challenges faced in climate modeling program development PS16 [21] Ethnographic study of climate scientists who develop software PS17 [22] A unit testing framework for MATLAB programs PS18 [24] A framework for automated continuous verification of numerical simulations PS19 [26] Results of a survey conducted to identify how scientists develop and use software in their research PS20 [27] Experiments to analyze the accuracy of scientific software through static analysis and comparisons with independent implementations of the same algorithm PS21
[28] N-version programming experiment conducted on scientific software PS22 [30] Applying software quality assurance practices in a scientific software project PS23 [29] Software engineering practices suitable for scientific software development teams identified through a case study PS24 [31] Software development process of five large scale computational science software PS25 [32] Evaluating the effectiveness of using a small number of carefully selected test cases for testing scientific software PS26 [33] Qualitative study of agile development approaches for creating and maintaining bio-medical software PS27 [36] Comparing the effectiveness of random test cases and designed test cases for detecting faults in scientific software PS28 [37] Useful software engineering techniques for computational scientists obtained through experience of scientists who had success PS29 [38] Quality assessment practices of scientists that develop computational software PS30 [39] How software engineering research can provide solutions to challenges found by scientists developing software No. PS31 [40] A case study of applying testing activities to scientific software PS32 [47] A survey on testing tools for scientific programs written in FOR-TRAN PS33 [45] A case study on using a three level testing architecture for testing scientific programs PS34 [48] Applying metamorphic testing for image processing programs PS35 [49] Using statistical oracles to test image processing applications PS36 [50] A learning-based method for automatic generation of test cases for numerical programs PS37 [52] Lessons learned through code reviews of scientific programs PS38 [53] Challenges faced by software engineers developing software for scientists in the field of molecular biology PS39 [55] A framework for randomly generating large data sets for testing machine learning applications PS40 [54] Methods for testing machine learning algorithms PS41 [56] Applying metamorphic testing for testing machine learning applications PS42 [57] Testing health care simulation software using metamorphic testing PS43
[59] Survey of scientific software developers PS44 [60] Analysis of quality of climate models in terms of defect density PS45 [61] Applying agile development process for developing computational biology software PS46 [62] Lessons learned from scientific software development projects PS47 [63] Applying variability modeling for selecting test cases when testing scientific frameworks with large variability PS48 [64] Medical software development and testing PS49 [66] A survey to identify the characteristics of scientific software development PS50 [65] Challenges faced when testing scientific software identified through interviews carried out with scientists who develop/use scientific software PS51 [70] Study of problems arising when scientists and software engineers work together to develop scientific software PS52 [68] Problems in scientific software development identified through case studies in different fields PS53 [72] Challenges faced by software engineers who develop software for scientists PS54 [71] Case studies on professional end-user development culture PS55 [69] A model of scientific software development identified through multiple field studies of scientific software development PS56 [67] A case study on applying traditional document-led development methodology for developing scientific software PS57 [73] Literature review and case studies on how scientific software development matches agile practices and the effects of using agile practices in scientific software development PS58 [74] A test harness for numerical programs PS59 [75] A testing framework for conducting regression testing of scientific software PS60 [76] A method for test case generation of scientific software when there are dependencies between input parameters PS61 [78] Testing non-testable programs PS62 [79] Culture clash when applying extreme programming to develop scientific software [64] yes yes no yes no [67] yes yes no yes no [53] yes yes yes yes no [2] yes yes yes yes no [40] yes yes no yes no [39] yes yes yes yes no [75] yes yes no yes no [30] yes yes yes yes no [47] yes yes no yes no [20] yes yes no yes no [38] yes yes yes yes no [66] yes yes yes yes no [12] yes yes no yes no [18] yes yes yes yes yes [74] yes yes yes yes no [45] yes yes yes yes no [56] yes yes yes yes yes [31] yes yes yes yes yes [49] yes yes yes yes yes [16] yes yes no yes no [70] yes yes yes yes yes [71] yes yes yes yes yes [7] yes yes yes yes no [68] yes yes yes yes no [54] yes yes yes yes yes [29] yes yes yes yes no [33] yes yes yes yes no [24] yes yes yes yes no [37] yes yes no yes no [52] yes yes yes yes yes [21] yes yes yes yes yes [22] yes yes no no no [65] yes yes yes yes yes [72] yes yes yes yes no [69] yes yes yes yes no [73] yes yes yes yes yes [78] yes yes no no no A: Are the study aims clearly stated? B: Does the evaluation address its stated aims and purpose? C: Is sample design/target selection of cases/documents defined? D: Is enough evidence provided to support the claims? E: Can the study be replicated?
(2) Tools that support writing code that express a scientific model and the execution of scientific code (e.g., Automated software testing tool for MATLAB [22] ).
An orthogonal classification is given by Carver et al. [8] :
(1) Research software written with the goal of publishing papers.
(2) Production software written for real users (e.g. Climate models).
Scientific software is developed by scientists themselves or by multi-disciplinary teams, where a team consists of scientists and professional software developers. A scientist will generally be the person in charge of a scientific software development project [53] .
We encountered software that helps to solve a variety of scientific problems. We present the details of software functionality, size and the programing languages in Table 10 . None of the primary studies reported the complexity of the software in terms of measurable unit such as coupling, cohesion, or cyclomatic complexity.
3.2. RQ2: Are there special characteristics or faults in scientific software or its development that make testing difficult?
We found characteristics that fall into two main categories 1) Testing challenges that occur due to characteristics of scientific software, and 2) Testing challenges that occur due to cultural differences between scientists and the software engineering community. Below we describe these challenges:
1. Testing challenges that occur due to characteristics of scientific software: These challenges can be further categorized according to the specific testing activities where they pose problems.
(a) Challenges concerning test case development: i. Identifying critical input domain boundaries a priori is difficult due to the complexity of the software, round-off error effects, and complex computational behavior. This makes it difficult to apply techniques such as equivalence partitioning to reduce the number of test cases [66, 36, 7] . ii. Manually selecting a sufficient set of test cases is challenging due to the large number of input parameters and values accepted by some scientific software [76] . iii. When testing scientific frameworks at the system level, it is difficult to choose a suitable set of test cases from the large number of available possibilities [63] . iv. Some scientific software lacks real world data that can be used for testing [55] . v. Execution of some paths in scientific software are dependent on results of floating point calculations. Finding test data to execute such program paths is challenging [5] . vi. Some program units (functions, subroutines, methods) in scientific software contain so many decisions that testing is impractical [52] . vii. Difficulties in replicating the physical context where the scientific code is suppose to work can make comprehensive testing impossible [67] . (b) Challenges towards producing expected test case output values (Oracle problems): Software testing requires an oracle, a mechanism for checking whether the program under test produces the expected output when executed using a set of test cases. Obtaining reliable oracles for scientific programs is challenging [65] . Due to the lack of suitable oracles it is difficult to detect subtle faults in scientific code [37] . The following characteristics of scientific software make it challenging to create a test oracle: Numerical simulations in geophysical fluid dynamics N/S N/S [63] Program for solving partial differential equations C++ 250 KLOC [12] Calculates the trajectory of the billions of air particles in the atmosphere C++ N/S [12] Implementation of a numerical model that simulates the growth of virtual snow flakes
Implementations of mesh traversal algorithms N/S N/S [48] Image processing application N/S N/S [11] Bioinformatics program for analyzing and simulating gene regulatory networks and mapping short sequence reads to a reference genome N/S N/S [55, 54] Implementations of machine learning algorithms N/S N/S [31] Simulations in solid mechanics, fluid mechanics and combustion C, C++, FOR-TRAN 100-500 KLOC [79] Program to evaluate the performance of a numerical scheme to solve a model advection-diffusion problem Ruby 2.5 KLOC [49] Implementation of dilation of binary images N/S N/S [71] Infrastructure software for the structural protein community N/S N/S [7] Performance prediction software for a product that otherwise requires large, expensive and potentially dangerous empirical tests for performance evaluation FORTRAN, C 405 KLOC [7] Provide computational predictions to analyze the manufacturing process of composite material products C++, C 134 KLOC [7] Simulation of material behavior when placed under extreme stress FORTRAN 200 KLOC [7] Provide real-time processing of sensor data C++, MAT-LAB 100 KLOC [7] Calculate the properties of molecules using computational quantum mechanical models FORTRAN 750 KLOC [5] Program for avoiding collisions in unmanned aircrafts C N/S [29] Numerical libraries to be used by computational science and engineering software projects N/S N/S i. Some scientific software is written to find answers that are previously unknown. Therefore only approximate solutions might be available [20, 57, 78, 7, 39] . ii. It is difficult to determine the correct output for software written to test scientific theory that involves complex calculations or simulations. Further, some programs produce complex outputs making it difficult to determine the expected output [73, 65, 54, 11, 38, 61, 26, 78, 70] . iii. Due to the inherent uncertainties in models, some scientific programs do not give a single correct answer for a given set of inputs. This makes determining the expected behavior of the software a difficult task, which may depend on a domain expert's opinion [1] . iv. Requirements are unclear or uncertain up-front due to the exploratory nature of the software. [38, 47, 66, 65] . ii. Scientist developers focus on the scientific results rather than the quality of the software [21, 7] . iii. The value of the software is underestimated [70] . iv. Definitions of verification and validation are not consistent across the computational science and engineering communities [32] . v. Developers (scientists) have little or no training in software engineering [20, 21, 26, 7, 8] . vi. Requirements and software evaluation activities are not clearly defined for scientific software [69, 71] . vii. Testing is done only with respect to the initial specific scientific problem addressed by the code. Therefore the reliability of results when applied to a different problem cannot be guaranteed [53] . viii. Developers are unfamiliar with testing methods [22, 26] . (b) Challenges due to limited understanding of testing process i. Management and budgetary support for testing may not be provided [59, 30, 71] .
ii. Since the requirements are not known up front, scientists may adopt an agile philosophy for development. However, they do not use standard agile process models [21] . As a result, unit testing and acceptance testing are not carried out properly. iii. Software development is treated as a secondary activity resulting in a lack of recognition for the skills and knowledge required for software development [68] . iv. Scientific software does not usually have a set of written or agreed set of quality goals [52] . v. Often only ad-hoc or unsystematic testing methods are used [65, 68] . vi. Developers view testing as a task that should be done late during software development [29] . (c) Challenges due to not applying known testing methods i. The wide use of FORTRAN in the scientific community makes it difficult to utilize many testing tools from the software engineering community [47, 66, 21] . ii. Unit testing is not commonly conducted when developing scientific software [79, 18] .
For example, Clune et al. find that unit testing is almost non-existent in the climate modeling community [12] . Reasons for the lack of unit testing include the following:
• There are misconceptions about the difficulty and benefits of implementing unit tests among scientific software developers [12] .
• The legacy nature of scientific code makes implementing unit tests challenging [12] .
• The internal code structure is hidden [75] .
• The importance of unit testing is not appreciated by scientist developers [72] . iii. Scientific software developers are unaware of the need for and the method of applying verification testing [65] . iv. There is a lack of automated regression and acceptance testing in some scientific programs [8] .
The following specific faults are reported in the selected primary studies:
• Incorrect use of a variable name [9] .
• Incorrectly reporting hardware failures as faults due to ignored exceptions [52] .
• One-off errors [27] .
RQ3: Can we use existing testing methods (or adapt them) to test scientific software effectively?
Use of testing at different abstraction levels and for different testing purposes. Several primary studies reported conducting testing at different abstraction levels: unit testing, integration testing and system testing. In addition some studies reported the use of acceptance testing and regression testing. Out of the 62 primary studies, 12 studies applied at least one of these testing methods. Figure 1 shows the percentage of studies that applied each testing method out of the 12 studies. Unit testing was the most common testing method reported among the 12 studies. Figure 2 displays the percentage of the number of testing methods applied by the 12 studies. None of the studies applied four or more testing methods. Out of the 12 studies, 8 (67%) mention applying only one testing method. Below we describe how these testing methods were applied when testing scientific software: [12] . They identified two faults using unit testing that could not be discovered by system testing. Only two studies used a unit testing framework to apply automated unit testing [33, 2] and both of these studies used JUnit 2 . In addition, Eddins [22] developed a unit testing framework for MATLAB. We did not find evidence of the use of any other unit testing frameworks. 2. Integration testing: We found only one study that applied integration testing to ensure that all components work together as expected [17] . 3. System testing: Several studies report the use of system testing [33, 24, 64] . In particular, the climate modeling community makes heavy use of system testing [12] . 4. Acceptance testing: We found only one study that reports on acceptance testing conducted by the users to ensure that programmers have correctly implemented the required functionality [33] . One reason acceptance testing is rarely used is that the scientists who are developing the software are often also the users. 5. Regression testing: Several studies describe the use of regression testing to compare the current output to previous outputs to identify faults introduced when the code is modified [24, 17, 31, 75] . Further, Smith developed a tool for assisting regression testing [74] . This tool allows testers to specify the variable values to be compared and tolerances for comparisons.
Techniques used to overcome oracle problems. Previously we described several techniques used to test programs that do not have oracles [35] . In addition, several studies propose techniques to alleviate the oracle problem:
1. A pseudo oracle is an independently developed program that fulfills the same specification as the program under test [1, 59, 24, 21, 62, 65, 78, 16, 27] . For example, Murphy et al. used pseudo oracles for testing a machine learning algorithm [54] .
Limitations: A pseudo oracle may not include some special features/treatments available in the program under test and it is difficult to decide whether the oracle or the program is faulty when the answers do not agree [9] . Pseudo oracles make the assumption that independently developed reference models will not result in the same failures. But Brilliant et al. found that even independently developed programs might produce the same failures [6] . 2. Solutions obtained analytically can serve as oracles. Using analytical solutions is sometimes preferred over pseudo oracles since they can identify common algorithmic errors among the implementations. For example, a theoretically calculated rate of convergence can be compared with the rate produced by the code to check for faults in the program [1, 38, 24] . Limitations: Analytical solutions may not be available for every application [9] and may not be accurate due to human errors [65] . 3. Experimentally obtained results can be used as oracles [1, 38, 59, 62, 65, 45] .
Limitations: It is difficult to determine whether an error is due to a fault in the code or due to an error made during the model creation [9] . In some situations experiments cannot be conducted due to high cost, legal or safety issues [7] . 4. Measurements values obtained from natural events can be used as oracles.
Limitations: Measurements may not be accurate and are usually limited due to the high cost or danger involved in obtaining them [38, 66] . 5. Using the professional judgment of scientists [66, 40, 32, 65] Limitations: Scientists can miss faults due to misinterpretations and lack of data. In addition, some faults can produce small changes in the output that might be difficult to identify [32] . Further, the scientist may not provide objective judgments [65] .
6. Using simplified data that so the correctness can be determined easily [78] . Limitations: It is not sufficient to test using only simple data; simple test cases may not uncover faults such as round-off problems, truncation errors, overflow conditions, etc [31] . Further such tests do not represent how the code is actually used [65] . 7. Statistical oracle: verifies statistical characteristics of test results [49] .
Limitations: Decisions by a statistical oracle may not always be correct. Further a statistical oracle cannot decide whether a single test case has passed or failed [49] . 8. Reference data sets: Cox et al. created reference data sets based on the functional specification of the program that can be used for black-box testing of scientific programs [13] .
Limitations: When using reference data sets, it is difficult to determine whether the error is due to using unsuitable equations or due to a fault in the code. 9. Metamorphic testing (MT) was introduced by Chen et al. [10] as a way to test programs that do not have oracles. MT operates by checking whether a program under test behaves according to an expected set of properties known as metamorphic relations. A metamorphic relation specifies how a particular change to the input of the program should change the output. MT was used for testing scientific applications in different areas such as machine learning applications [80, 56] , bioinformatics programs [11] , programs solving partial differential equations [9] and image processing applications [48] . When testing programs solving partial differential equations, MT uncovered faults that cannot be uncovered by special value testing [9] . MT can be applied to perform both unit testing and system testing. Murphy et al. developed a supporting framework for conducting metamorphic testing at the function level [58] . They used the Java Modeling Language (JML) for specifying the metamorphic relations and automatically generating test code using the provided specifications. Statistical Metamorphic testing (SMT) is a technique for testing non-deterministic programs that lack oracles [25] . Guderlei et al. applied SMT for testing an implementation of the inverse cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution [25] . Further, SMT was applied for testing non-deterministic health care simulation software [57] and a stochastic optimization program [81] . Limitations: Enumerating a set of metamorphic relations that should be satisfied by a program is a critical initial task in applying metamorphic testing. A tester or developer has to manually identify metamorphic relations using her knowledge of the program under test; this manual process can miss some important metamorphic relations that could reveal faults. Recently we proposed a novel technique based on machine learning for automatically detecting metamorphic relations [34] .
As noted in Section 3.2, selecting suitable tolerances for oracles is another challenge. Kelly et al. experimentally found that reducing the tolerance in an oracle increases the ability to detect faults in the code [36] . Clune et al. found that breaking the algorithm into small steps and testing the steps independently reduced the compounding effects of truncation and round-off errors [12] .
Test case creation and selection. Several methods can help to overcome the challenges in test case creation and selection:
1. Hook et al. found that many faults can be identified by a small number of test cases that push the boundaries of the computation represented by the code [32] . Following this, Kelly et al. found that random tests combined with specially designed test cases to cover the parts of code uncovered by the random tests are effective in identifying faults [36] . Both of these studies used MATLAB functions in their experiments.
2. Randomly generated test cases were used with metamorphic testing to automate the testing of image processing applications [48] [50] . The authors first created a polynomial model as an abstraction of the program under test. Then the test cases are generated by applying a satisfiability algorithm to the learned model. 6. Parameterized random data generation is a technique described by Murphy et al. [55] for creating test data for machine learning applications. This method randomly generates data sets using properties of equivalence classes. 7. Remmel et al. developed a regression testing framework for a complex scientific framework [63] . They took a software product line engineering (SPLE) approach to handle the large variability of the scientific framework. They developed a variability model to represent this variability and used the model to derive test cases while making sure necessary variant combinations are covered. This approach requires that scientists help to identify infeasible combinations.
Test coverage information. Only two primary studies mention the use of some type of test coverage information [33, 2] . Kane et al. found that while some developers were interested in measuring statement coverage, most of the developers were interested in covering the significant functionality of the program [33] . Ackroyd et al. [2] used the Emma tool to measure test coverage.
Assertion checking. Assertion checking can be used to ensure the correctness of plug-and-play scientific components. But assertion checking introduces a performance overhead. Dahlgren et al. developed an assertion selection system to reduce performance overhead for scientific software [15, 14] .
Software development process. Several studies reported that using agile practices for developing scientific software improved testing activities [73, 61, 79] . Some projects have used test-driven development (TDD), where test are written to check the functionality before the code is written. But adopting this approach could be a cultural challenge since primary studies report that TDD can delay the initial development of functional code [29, 2] .
3.4. RQ4: Are there any challenges that could not be answered by existing techniques?
Only one primary paper directly provided answers to RQ4. Kelly et al. [39] describes oracle problems as key problems to solve and the need for research on performing effective testing without oracles. We did not find other answers to this research question.
Discussion
Principal findings
The goal of this systematic literature review is to identify specific challenges faced when testing scientific software, how the challenges have been met, and any unsolved challenges. The principal findings of this review are the following:
1. The main challenges in testing scientific software can be grouped into two main categories.
• Testing challenges that occur due to characteristics of scientific software.
-Challenges concerning test case development such as a lack of real world data and difficulties in replicating the physical context where the scientific code is suppose to work. -Oracle problems mainly arise because scientific programs are either written to find answers that are previously unknown or they perform complex calculations so that it is difficult to determine the correct output. 30% of the primary studies reported the oracle problems as challenges for conducting testing. -Challenges towards test execution such as difficulties in running test cases to satisfy a coverage criteria due to long execution times. -Challenges towards test result interpretation such as round-off errors, truncation errors and model simplifications masking faults in the code.
• Testing challenges that occur due to cultural differences between scientists and the software engineering community.
-Challenges due to limited understanding of testing concepts such as viewing the code and the model that it implements as inseparable entities. -Challenges due to limited understanding of testing processes resulting in the use of ad-hoc or unsystematic testing methods. -Challenges due to not applying known testing methods such as unit testing.
2. We discovered how certain techniques can be used to overcome some of the testing challenges posed by scientific software development.
• Pseudo oracles, analytical solutions, experimental results, measurement values, simplified data and professional judgment are widely used as solutions to oracle problems in scientific software. But we found no empirical studies evaluating the effectiveness of these techniques in detecting subtle faults. New techniques such as metamorphic testing have been applied and evaluated for testing scientific software in research studies. But we found no evidence that such techniques are actually used in practice.
• Traditional techniques such as random test case generation were applied to test scientific software after applying modifications to consider equivalence classes. In addition, studies report the use of specific techniques to perform automatic test case generation for floating point programs. These techniques were only applied to a narrow set of programs. The applicability of these techniques in practice needs to be investigated.
• When considering unit, system, integration, acceptance and regression testing, very few studies applied more than one type of testing to their programs. We found no studies that applied more than three of these testing techniques.
• Only two primary studies evaluated some type of test coverage information during the testing process.
3. Research from the software engineering community can help to improve the testing process, by investigating how to perform effective testing for programs with oracle problems.
Techniques potentially useful in scientific software testing
Oracle problems are key problems to solve. Research on performing effective testing without oracles is needed [39] . Techniques such as property based testing and data redundancy can be used when an oracle is not available [4] . Assertions can be used to perform property based testing within the source code [35] . Another potential approach is to use a golden run [46] . With a golden run, an execution trace is generated during a failure free execution of an input. Then this execution trace is compared with execution traces obtained when executing the program with the same input when a failure is observed. By comparing the golden run and the faulty execution traces the robustness of the program is determined. One may also apply model based testing, but model based testing requires well-defined and stable requirements to develop the model. But with most scientific software, requirements are constantly changing, which can make it difficult to apply model based testing. We did not find applications of property based testing, data redundancy, golden run, and model based testing to test scientific software in the primary studies. In addition, research on test case selection and test data adequacy has not considered the effect of the oracle used. Often perfect oracles are not available for scientific programs. Therefore developing test selection/creation techniques that consider the characteristics of the oracle used for testing will be useful.
Metamorphic testing is a promising testing technique to address the oracle problem. Metamorphic testing can be used to perform both unit and system testing. But identifying metamorphic relations that should be satisfied by a program is challenging. Therefore techniques that can identify metamorphic relations for a program are needed [34] .
Only a few studies applied new techniques developed by the software engineering community to overcome some of the common testing challenges. For example none of the primary studies employ test selection techniques to select test cases, even though running a large number of test cases is difficult due to the long execution times of scientific software. But many test selection techniques assume a perfect oracle, and thus will not work well for most scientific programs.
Several studies report that scientific software developers used regression testing during the development process. But we could not determine if regression testing was automated or whether any test case prioritizing techniques were used. In addition we only found two studies that used unit testing frameworks to conduct unit testing. Both of these studies report the use of the JUnit framework for Java programs. None of the primary studies report information regarding how unit testing was conducted for programs written in other languages.
One of the challenges of testing scientific programs is duplicated code. Even though a fault is fixed in a single location, the same fault may exist in other locations and those faults can go undetected when duplicated code is present. Automatic clone detection techniques would be useful to find duplicated code especially when dealing with legacy code.
Strengths and weaknesses of the SLR
Primary studies that provided the relevant information for this literature review were identified thorough a key word based search on three databases. The search found relevant studies published in journals, conference proceedings, and technical reports. We used a systematic approach, including the detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria given in Table 1 to select the relevant primary studies. Initially both authors applied the study selection process to a subset of the results returned by the key word based search. After verifying that both authors selected the same set of studies, the first author applied the study selection process to the rest of the results returned by the key word based search.
In addition we examined the reference lists of the selected primary studies to identify any additional studies that relate to our search focus. We found 13 additional studies related to our search focus. These studies were found by the key word based search, but did not pass the title based filtering. This indicates that selecting studies based on the title alone may not be reliable and to improve the reliability we might have to review the abstract, key words and conclusions before excluding them. This process would be time consuming due to the large number of results returned by the key word based search. After selecting the primary studies, we used data extraction forms to extract the relevant information consistently while reducing bias. Extracted information was validated by both authors.
We used the quality assessment questions given in Table 2 and Table 3 for assessing the quality of the selected primary studies. All selected primary studies are of high quality. The primary studies are a mixture of observational and experimental studies.
One weakness is the reliance on the key word based search facilities provided by the three databases for selecting the initial set of papers. We cannot ensure that the search facilities return all relevant studies. But, the search process independently returned all the studies that we previously knew as relevant to our research questions.
Many primary studies were published in venues that are not related to software engineering. Therefore, there may be solutions provided by the software engineering community for some of the challenges presented in Section 3.2 such as oracle problems. But we did not find evidence of wide use of such solutions by the scientific software developers.
Contribution to research and practice community
To our knowledge, this is the first systematic literature review conducted to identify software testing challenges, proposed solutions, and unsolved problems in scientific software testing. We identified challenges in testing scientific software using a large number of studies. We outlined the solutions used by the practitioners to overcome those challenges as well as unique solutions that were proposed to overcome specific problems. In addition we identified several unsolved problems.
Our work may contribute to focusing research efforts aiming at the improvement of testing of scientific software. This SLR will help the scientists who are developing software to identify specific testing challenges and potential solutions to overcome those challenges. In addition scientist developers can become aware of their cultural differences with the software engineering community that can impact software testing. Information provided here will help scientific software developers to carry out systematic testing and thereby improve the quality of scientific software. Further, there are many opportunities for software engineering research to find solutions to solve the challenges identified by this systematic literature review.
Conclusion and future work
Conducting testing to identify faults in the code is an important task in scientific software development that has received little attention. In this paper we present the results of a systematic literature review that identifies specific challenges faced when testing scientific software, how the challenges have been met and any unsolved challenges.. Below we summarize the answers to our four research questions:
RQ1: How is scientific software defined in literature? Scientific software is defined as software with a large computational component. Further, scientific software is usually developed by multidisciplinary teams made up of scientists and software developers.
RQ2: Are there special characteristics or faults in scientific software or its development that make testing difficult? We identified two categories of challenges in scientific software testing: (1) testing challenges that occur due to characteristics of scientific software such as oracle problems and (2) testing challenges that occur due to cultural differences between scientists and the software engineering community such as viewing the code and model as inseparable entities.
RQ3: Can we use existing testing methods (or adapt them) to test scientific software effectively? A number of studies report on testing at different levels of abstraction such as unit testing, system testing and integration testing in scientific software development. Few studies report the use of unit testing frameworks. Many studies report the use of a pseudo oracle or experimental results to alleviate the lack of an oracle. In addition, several case studies report using metamorphic testing to test programs that do not have oracles. Several studies developed techniques to overcome challenges in test case creation. These techniques include the combination of randomly generated test cases with specially designed test cases, generating test cases by considering dependencies among input parameters, and using symbolic execution to generate test data for floating point programs. Only two studies use test coverage information.
RQ4: Are there challenges that could not be met by existing techniques? Oracle problems are prevalent and need further attention.
Scientific software poses special challenges for testing. Some of these challenges can be overcome by applying testing techniques commonly used by software engineers. Scientist developers need to incorporate these testing techniques into their software development process. Some of the challenges are unique due to characteristics of scientific software, such as oracle problems. Software engineers need to consider these special challenges when developing testing techniques for scientific software.
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